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West Byfleet, U.K – 10th June 2019 – Cradlepoint, the global leader in cloud-delivered LTE and 5G

Ready wireless network edge solutions (https://cradlepoint.com/), will be hosting a networking event and

panel discussion at 5G World with RCR Wireless News (https://www.rcrwireless.com/) on 12th June 2019, at

Fox Pub near the London ExCeL with registration starting from 6pm and the panel at 7:30pm.



Moderated by RCR Wireless News Editor in Chief, Sean Kinney, industry experts will take stock of where we

are today and highlight a number of new ‘killer app’ use cases that take advantage of Gigabit-Class

LTE and 5G.  Attendees will hear from organisations driving practical 5G applications and about the

benefits these new technologies promise.  The nuanced conversation will dive into the technological

outlook, use case development and regulatory machinations that will guide the 5G future.



Doors open from 6pm, with heavy hors d'œuvres and a fully staffed open bar available ahead of the the

panel, which is ideal for industry networking.  The panel will then take place around 7:30pm.  The panel

discussion will be followed by a live Q&A session with the audience.  



“As operators and ecosystem partners continue to invest in and scale out 5G, this event is the ideal

opportunity to discuss the new and transformative use cases that will enable companies to change

paradigms and potentially even introduce new business models,” said Lindsay Notwell, SVP 5G Strategy &

Global Carrier Operations at Cradlepoint.



The panel will include Cradlepoint’s 5G expert, Lindsay Notwell, as well as Marco Contento, VP

Technologies at Telit; Paul Coffey, Head of Strategy at Dense Air and Todd Landry, Corporate VP Product

and Market Strategy at JMA.



“With the recent launch of commercial 5G services in the UK, the topic and location have never been

more appropriate,” said Sean Kinnery, RCR Wireless News Editor in Chief and panel moderator, commenting

on the event.  “I'm looking forward to joining a group of industry experts to discuss what this latest

generation of cellular means for consumers and businesses.  This is shaping up to be a terrific

event.”



Click here and register to attend Enterprise 5G Use Cases: Experts discuss emerging killer apps on 12

June 2019 at Fox Pub, London ExCeL.

(https://www.eventbrite.com/e/5g-use-cases-panel-networking-event-tickets-62312212505?aff=KLtracklink)

Visit Cradlepoint’s demo station at stand 5GD12 in N1-2 Hall at 5G World to learn more about

Gigabit-Class LTE and the Pathway to 5G for your organisation. 



END



About Cradlepoint

Cradlepoint is the global leader in cloud-delivered wireless edge solutions for branch, mobile, and IoT

networks.  Cradlepoint’s Elastic Edge™ vision — powered by NetCloud services — provides a
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blueprint for agile, pervasive and software-driven wireless WANs that leverage 4G and 5G services to

connect people, places and things everywhere with reliability, security, and control.  More than 25,000

enterprise and government organisations around the world, including 75 per cent of the world’s top

retailers, 50 per cent of the Fortune 100, and first responders in 10 of the largest U.S. cities, rely on

Cradlepoint to keep critical branches, points of commerce, field forces, vehicles, and IoT devices always

connected and protected.  Major service providers use Cradlepoint wireless solutions as the foundation

for innovative managed network services.  Founded in 2006, Cradlepoint is a privately held company

headquartered in Boise, Idaho, with a development centre in Silicon Valley and international offices

across EMEA and Australia.



Learn more at cradlepoint.com or follow us on Twitter @cradlepoint or @cradlepointUK
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